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Abstract
Has skilled immigration into the UK led to a reduction
in the training of native-born workers? To address this
concern, this paper describes a theoretical model where
immigration can affect the training of native-born work-
ers both positively and negatively, and where its effects
may differ according to the characteristics of the migrant
and of the training firm’s sector. It then investigates this
issue empirically using UK Labour Force Survey data
from 1995 to 2018. At the aggregate level, there is a
small positive association between skilled immigration
and native training rates. However, a more disaggregated
analysis finds that the relationship between immigration
and native training depends on the skill level of the immi-
grant, the skill level of trainees, and the sector into which
immigration occurs. In particular, traded goods sectors
show a positive association between training of UK-born
workers and both unskilled and skilled immigration. In
non-traded high-wage sectors, the association between
skilled immigration and UK-born training is negative.
These findings highlight the importance of allowing for
heterogeneous effects from immigration when formulat-
ing policy or when modelling immigration’s effects across
the wider economy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent studies on the economic effects of immigration have argued that skilled immigrants add
to the human capital stock of an economy and thereby improve its productivity. Moreover, the
empirical evidence for the UK suggests that rising immigration has had few detrimental effects
on the average employment prospects of UK-born workers.1 Yet these findings do not exclude the
possibility that migrants with human capital may crowd out the human capital formation of some
native-born workers, if firms hire ready-trained workers from abroad rather than undergoing the
expense of hiring and training a local workforce. This paper investigates for the first time the
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2 ECONOMICA

theoretical and empirical relationship between skilled immigration and training at the sectoral
level, highlighting, in particular, differences between traded and non-traded sectors.

The distinction between the effects of immigration in the traded and non-traded sectors is an
important one that has been made before in other contexts. Hanson and Slaughter (2002) find
that increased output in the traded sector is the most important factor in US states’ adjustment
to labour supply shocks, with little role for changes in factor prices. More recently, the Dustmann
and Glitz (2015) study of local labour markets in Germany finds larger (negative) relative wage
effects from changes to skill-specific labour supply in the non-traded sectors than in the traded
sectors. When looking specifically at responses of native-born workers to immigration changes
across sectors, Burstein et al. (2020) find that immigrants in the USA crowd out the employ-
ment of native-born workers in more immigrant-intensive non-tradable jobs, but not in tradable
occupations.2 Intuitively, the demand, supply and prices of traded goods will be determined at a
higher level (national or global) than those of non-traded goods. Thus the prices of traded goods
may have less freedom to change, while the quantities of traded goods may have more ability to
adjust than those of non-traded goods. In this paper, we investigate whether the differential effect
of immigration between traded and non-traded sectors carries over to training provision.

Why is training important? Training is important because it is a plausible mechanism by which
agents and firms can mitigate the effects of labour market imperfections in skill accumulation
over and above that provided by compulsory public education. There is a long tradition in eco-
nomic theory highlighting potential causes of sub-optimal equilibria both in general and in the
labour market specifically.3 Recently, there has been renewed interest in the relationship between
sub-optimality in the labour market and training or firm-specific skill accumulation. In particu-
lar, Doepke and Gaetani (2020) highlight the potential importance of firm-specific relationships.
They calculate that during the period 1981–2013, over 45% of less-educated German workers
aged between 45 and 54 years old had a job tenure of over 20 years. They then show that in a
labour market with durable tenures, firms may create more jobs that allow for skill accumulation,
that is, ‘good jobs’, when there are stronger employment protection laws. Relatedly, Dustmann
and Schönburg (2012) show how the regulation of apprenticeship training in Germany may act
as a commitment device that allows a welfare-improving equilibrium with higher training, pro-
ductivity and wages—that is, with ‘good jobs’—to exist. Mion et al. (2020) show that ‘good jobs’,
in this case defined as those with better career development, are associated with ‘internationally
active’ firms. They show, using Portuguese data, how geographical frictions in the labour market
may cause regional inequality in the distribution of ‘good jobs’ and wages. Our paper contributes
to this literature by analysing the implications of immigration for training both empirically and
theoretically in a labour market with ‘good jobs’.

Our theoretical model describes a labour market where there may exist a limited number of
jobs with training which, in equilibrium, are preferred by unskilled workers to other jobs. These
are the ‘good jobs’ in the model. The equilibrium wage of ‘good jobs’ is not competed down due
to the inability to make ex ante commitments about the post-training wage, following Christiano
et al. (2016). We then analyse the implications of immigration in this context, distinguishing
between skilled and unskilled immigration. Intuitively, the effects of immigration, good or bad,
will be stronger in a labour market where the marginal agent discretely prefers some jobs to others
than in one where the marginal agent is indifferent across alternatives.4

The purpose of the theoretical model is not to provide a structural model for estimation, but to
demonstrate how the provision of ‘good jobs’ can mitigate inefficiencies in the skill accumulation
market, and thereby to show how even small static effects of immigration, like those suggested
by the empirical analysis, may potentially be amplified by the dynamic process of income and
skill accumulation. The model also demonstrates the potential differences in the effects of skilled
immigration on traded and non-traded sectors, as well as the potential for immigration to cause
static gains (which may accrue mostly to firm owners) but dynamic losses (to native workers if
their access to ‘good jobs’ is diminished). Finally, the model also provides an example where the
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 3

wage prospects of domestic workers may be adversely affected by the possibility of immigration,
even if does not actually occur, which is a useful caveat to the existing empirical literature.

It is important to emphasize that the model gives rise to both positive and negative potential
effects of immigration on training. Increased profitability caused by skilled immigration may
induce firm entry and increase training provision. Equally, access to increased supply of trained
labour may reduce the need to train as much. Both positive and negative effects may be operating
at the same time and differently across sectors. Ultimately, therefore, the effect of immigration on
the training of native workers is an empirical matter, and this motivates our empirical analysis.

Faced with rising immigration, native-born workers may change their educational deci-
sions (Hunt 2017), occupation (Llull 2018), or task specialization focus (Foged and Peri 2016).
Similarly, firms can modify their choices of technology (Lewis 2011; Danzer et al. 2020). However,
there is little in the existing literature studying the link between immigration and the training of
the native-born workforce, which is the subject of this paper. As we show, training in the UK
has been declining for some time on aggregate, a trend that contrasts with the trend in educa-
tional attainment in the UK. Although it may be that formal education has substituted for skills
acquired on the job, this would sit oddly with the regular reports of skill shortages from UK
employers. On-the-job training allows employers to provide both firm-specific skills and general
skills perceived to be lacking. The UK Government acts in the UK training market both directly,
paying for training to internalize the externalities associated with the decision to offer general
training, and indirectly, through its provision of a visa route for skilled immigration to address
skill shortages. Workers, too, have the option of paying for training, though as we show below,
unlike with higher education, very few workers pay for their own training, nor do they appear
to move much in search of training opportunities. The relationship between immigration and
training, net of changes in educational attainment, is the focus of this paper.

Empirically, the paper investigates the effects of immigration on on-the-job training using
sector-level data from the UK Labour Force Survey 1995–2018. The results suggest that the type
of immigration and the type of sector that receives immigrants matter for the relationship with
the provision of native workers training. Overall, there is a small statistically significant posi-
tive association of immigration on native-born training rates, although this also varies somewhat
with the measure of immigration concentration used in the analysis. At the sectoral level, how-
ever, there is substantial heterogeneity in the impact of immigration on training, both by type
of sector and by type of immigration. In the traded sector, native-born training rates are posi-
tively associated with skilled immigration, while in non-traded high-wage sectors, the association
is negative. Workers in this latter sector, as we show below, have higher than average levels of
training and wages, and these correspond to our definition of ‘good jobs’. Both the positive and
negative associations of immigration on training across sectors appear to be larger for skilled,
longer-tenured UK-born workers, and are robust to the type of immigration concentration vari-
able used. We find no negative association for less-skilled immigration on training in any sector.
Indeed, less-skilled immigration appears complementary to the training of UK-born workers.

This paper employs the usual techniques for dealing with confounding variables by including
time-varying sectoral variables (e.g. education levels) and by using sector-specific time trends. We
also report results that address other remaining sources of endogeneity using shift–share instru-
ments and immigration lags. However, the instrumentation does not always work well in this
dataset, and generally produces imprecise estimates, although the signs of the relationships are
robust to instrumentation. In our view, a causal explanation for the results—that is, that the avail-
ability of skilled immigrants is reducing employers’ incentives to train native workers in some sec-
tors and raising it in others—is simple, intuitive and consistent with the theoretical model. How-
ever, whatever the ultimate cause of the contrasting relationship between skilled immigration and
native training across the traded and high-wage non-traded sectors, the importance of training
provision for productivity, income inequality and social mobility should mean that this proximate
relationship is of interest to policymakers, researchers and students of the UK economy.
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4 ECONOMICA

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the analysis and outlines some of the
broad stylized facts about recent immigration, hiring and training trends in the UK economy.
Section 3 describes a theoretical general equilibrium model of training, and discusses the effect
of immigration on training and social mobility in this model. Section 4 describes the empirical
analysis, and Section 5 concludes.

2 RECENT TRENDS IN UK TRAINING AND IMMIGRATION

In this section, we describe recent trends in training and immigration in the UK economy,
highlighting in particular the contrast in trends at the aggregate and sectoral level.

On-the-job training in the UK is not mandated, but comprises a myriad of initiatives from
formal apprenticeships to ad hoc firm-based schemes. At the aggregate level, on-the-job training
rates in the UK—defined here as having received training at work in the last 3 months—have been
falling since 2001, though they had grown strongly in the five years prior to that. Figure 1 shows
a large downward trend in the share of UK-born employees who say that they have received some
training (at work or at college) while employed over the previous 3 months.5 The UK immigra-
tion system over this period consisted of two separate work routes. There was free movement of
any type of labour, skilled or unskilled, from anywhere in the European Union (EU). As the EU
expanded, the labour supply from this route grew. At the same time, a work visa route was kept
open to skilled workers from outside the EU. The skill requirement for non-EU workers var-
ied over time, but always involved a requirement for some post-secondary education or training
(Wadsworth 2018).

The general downward trend in the training rate after 2001 coincides with continued growth
in both the total immigrant and skilled immigrant shares of the workforce—though Figure 1
makes it clear that immigration to the UK had begun to rise in the years before training began
to decline.

These patterns vary somewhat if we disaggregate across sectors of the economy. Different
sectors utilize training at different rates. Different sectors make more (or less) use of skilled immi-
grant labour. Figure 2 and Table 1 outline the levels of and changes in the rate of on-the-job
training, skilled immigration and workforce shares of UK-born workers over time by aggregating
sectors into three broad groups that feature in the model outlined in the next section: high-wage
non-traded sectors, low-wage non-traded sectors, and traded sectors.6

Non-traded high-wage sectors train more and, over the full sample period, have a higher
average share of skilled immigrants in the workforce than the other broad groups. The rise in
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F I G U R E 2 On-the-job training and immigration: traded and non-traded sectors. Source: LFS, authors’
calculations.

T A B L E 1 BROAD SECTOR TRENDS IN TRAINING, HIRING AND IMMIGRATION 1995–2018

On-the-job training Skilled adult Sector % of

% of UK-born immigrant % all UK-born

Broad sector employees in sector in sector workers

Average level 1995–2000

Traded 23 1.3 25

Non-traded low-wage 20 1.1 49

Non-traded high-wage 37 3.0 26

1995–2000 % point change

Traded +1.9 +0.6 −2.0

Non-traded low-wage +3.6 +0.5 +0.0

Non-traded high-wage +2.6 +0.6 +2.0

Average level 2001–18

Traded 21 5.2 20

Non-traded low-wage 23 4.5 48

Non-traded high-wage 34 5.7 32

2001–18 % point change

Traded −6.7 +6.6 −7.0

Non-traded low-wage −3.9 +4.9 −3.0

Non-traded high-wage −11.3 +4.0 +10.0

Notes: Traded sector comprises 15% of all sectors and 20% of all employment over the sample period. Non-traded high-wage comprises
38% of sectors and 33% of employment. Non-traded low-wage comprises 47% of sectors and 46% of employment.
Source: LFS and authors’ calculations.

on-the-job training in the 1990s is driven by growth in low-wage non-traded sectors. Traded
sectors show much less growth at this time. Thereafter, there is a clear downward trend in the share
of UK-born employee on-the-job training across all three broad groups. While native-born train-
ing levels remain highest in high-wage non-traded sectors, the absolute trend decline is notably
steepest here. Training in these sectors fell from about 39% to 28% between 2001 and 2018, com-
pared to traded sectors, which fell from about 25% to 19%. Skilled immigration, however, rose
strongly across all three broad groups in this period. Traded sectors experienced the largest rise in
the skilled immigrant workforce share. At the same time, the traded sector’s share of all UK-born
workers fell, while high-wage non-traded sectors increased their share of all UK-born workers.
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However it is also worth noting that there is considerable heterogeneity within these broad
groups regarding training and utilization of skilled immigrant workers. Figure 3 plots the vari-
ation in these two variables for each of the 125 disaggregated sectors used in our study for the
last year in our sample, 2018. While the broad group averages outlined in Table 1 can be seen
to emerge from the graph, the within-group variation in both training and utilization of skilled
immigrants is notable, particularly in non-traded sectors. The model of the next section shows
why the impacts of skilled immigration may differ across sectors, while the empirical section
that follows examines whether skilled immigration is significantly associated with any changes in
within-group variation of on-the-job-training over time.7

3 TRAINING: LABOUR MARKET SUB-OPTIMALITY
AND SOCIAL MOBILITY

In this section, we describe a theoretical model designed to demonstrate how training may miti-
gate sub-optimal equilibria in the labour market and how this may be affected by immigration.
As is well known from the previous literature (e.g. Galor and Zeira 1993), agents with insufficient
resources are unable to borrow to accumulate human capital due to informational asymmetries.
Lenders cannot observe the effort that agents put into their studies. On-the-job training may be
able to circumvent this problem, as training occurs while the worker is employed, so employers
may be able to monitor the effort that a worker puts into their training and ensure that it is mutu-
ally beneficial. Thus training may allow some agents who are unable to borrow to accumulate
human capital to nevertheless achieve greater productivity and higher wages.

The model also shows how the potential effects of immigration may differ between traded
and non-traded sectors. Sectors may differ for many reasons, of course, but in this paper, we focus
on a fundamental asymmetry between the traded and non-traded sectors. In the traded sector, as
demonstrated by Moretti (2010), increased immigration and employment will also boost demand
and increase employment in the non-traded sector. In contrast, increased immigration into the
non-traded sector will have only a negligible effect on demand in the traded sector (which is
determined at the global level) and will, all else equal, reduce the need for native workers in the
non-traded sector.8

The contribution of this model is its focus on the effects of immigration on training. Its
approach is to illustrate these effects in the simplest model possible. The constituent parts of
the model by themselves are well known. We take the modelling of informational asymmetries
that prevent optimal borrowing for human capital accumulation from Galor and Zeira (1993).
We take the idea that monitoring can mitigate credit constraints caused by informational
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 7

asymmetries from Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), and the modelling of wage bargaining in the
labour market from Christiano et al. (2016). Given this, our explanation of the model can be
brief. The reader is referred to these original texts for further explanation.

A model of training

We consider a model, following Galor and Zeira (1993), where all agents would like to accumulate
transferable skills via the market and become highly skilled labour, denoted LH , but where not
all agents are able to do so due to informational frictions in the credit market and differing levels
of wealth. In the absence of alternative options, these agents must remain as unskilled labour,
denoted LU . We then add a possible alternative option, on-the-job training, to this framework.
We assume that some employers are able to provide firm-based training to unskilled workers at a
cost C to the firm. This is consistent with the empirical evidence that firms bear most of the costs
of training. See note 20 for a discussion of the UK Labour Force Survey (LFS) evidence on this,
and Acemoglu and Pischke (1998, 1999) for other countries. We assume that these employers are
rare, so that, as we describe below, in equilibrium there are more workers who would like to be
trained than there are employers able to train them. This is what makes these jobs ‘good jobs’.

We assume a small open economy, Diamond overlapping generations model with perfect
international capital mobility, where the fixed world rate of interest is denoted by R. We assume
that there are two sectors, a traded goods sector and a non-traded goods sector. In both sectors,
we will assume that there are a limited number of firms able to provide on-the-job training to
unskilled workers.

Training In our model, training concerns otherwise unskilled labour, LU . We assume that in both
sectors, there is a ‘backstop’ technology for unskilled labour with a constant marginal product
that firms can use with zero entry costs. We assume that jobs using the backstop technology are
always available to workers with no other labour market option, and that there are always workers
employed using the backstop technology in both sectors. The backstop technology parameters
determine the unskilled wage and relative price of non-traded goods, as we detail below. However,
we also assume that in each sector, there is a finite population of firms with the potential to
provide training at a cost to the firm of C. Training allows a previously unskilled worker to use
a more productive technology. Potential training firms incur fixed setup costs. We assume, in the
spirit of Acemoglu and Pischke (2003), that in each sector j, there is a distribution of setup costs
across potential training firms, denoted by Jj(Φj), with support [Φj,Φj]. Setup costs Jj(Φj) may

differ across sectors, so there may be more potential entrants in some sectors than in others.
However, we assume that potential training firms are otherwise identical. These setup costs limit
the number of firms offering training in equilibrium.

Wages and profits in firms providing training are determined by wage bargaining. We follow
the bargaining setup of Christiano et al. (2016) for these firms, and assume that the payment of
the setup cost allows a potential training firm to meet with one worker with probability 1. The
firm and worker then bargain with each other over the wage. In Online Appendix B, we show that
this process leads to the surplus from the match being split between the worker and the firm. The
precise split between firm and worker is determined by the parameters of the bargaining process,
and a wide range is possible. In our analysis below, we assume that parameters are such that the
wage of a firm-trained worker is substantially above the unskilled wage.

The labour market for jobs with training has a ‘hold-up’ problem. The wage of these ‘good
jobs’ is not competed down in equilibrium due to the lack of an ability to make ex ante commit-
ments to post-training wages. There is only one match per period per worker and training firm.
The model does not give the firm the option of refusing a match in the hope of agreeing lower
wages in another match. Once the match is made, the bargaining process will play out and will
result in a training wage above the unskilled wage. Thus jobs with training are ‘good jobs’ in
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8 ECONOMICA

the sense that they are jobs that all unskilled workers would want but not all unskilled workers
can get.

The important assumption for the model is that jobs with training are ‘rare’ in each sector,
so that unskilled and untrained labour are always working in both the traded and non-traded
sectors.9 We describe the equilibrium below.

Production We denote the productivity of unskilled labour in the backstop technology by aj,
where j = T for the traded sector, and j = NT for the non-traded sector. Similarly, the pro-
ductivity of on-the-job trained labour is denoted by a∗,j, where again j = T ,NT , and where
a∗,j > aj.

In period t, output in the traded sector is given by

Y T
t = aT LU ,T

t + a∗,T L∗,Tt + FH (
LH

t ,K
T
t

)
,

where LU ,T
t , L∗,Tt and LH

t are the amounts of unskilled, on-the-job trained and highly skilled
labour working in the traded sector, respectively, and where KT

t is the level of capital employed
in the traded sector.

In period t, output in the non-traded sector is given by

Y NT
t = aNT LU ,NT

t + a∗,NT L∗,NT
t ,

where LU ,NT
t and L∗,NT

t are the amounts of unskilled and on-the-job trained labour working in
the non-traded sector, respectively.

We assume for simplicity that highly skilled labour, LH , does not work in the non-traded
sector. Thus the price of non-traded goods, pNT , is determined by the free mobility of unskilled
labour across sectors, which will ensure that pNT = aT∕aNT , which is a constant.10

Wages The model describes an economy where wage rates are fixed. The wage for unskilled
workers, wU , is fixed by the backstop technology, so that wU = aT = pNT aNT . The skilled wage,
wH

t , is fixed by world interest rate R and perfect international capital mobility, which implies a
unique marginal product of skilled labour, as in Galor and Zeira (1993). The wage for on-the-job
trained workers in sector j, w∗,j, is fixed as fraction of the surplus from a match by the bargaining
process. We assume for simplicity that this is the same in both sectors, but it could be allowed
to differ.11 In equilibrium, training matches will be accepted as long as the wage for on-the-job
trained workers is above wU . It does not depend by how much.

Individuals We assume, following Galor and Zeira (1993), an overlapping generations econ-
omy with constant population. We consider the effects of immigration in the next subsection.
Agents live for two periods: young and old. Each individual has one parent and one child. When
young, agents receive a bequest from their parent and have a choice of whether or not to invest in
human capital. When old, agents choose optimally between consuming and bequeathing to their
child. We assume that agents are subject to a subsistence constraint in the tradeable good, that
is, consumption cannot fall below level c̃.

Preferences of each individual agent i born in period t are defined over their second period
choices for consumption of the traded good cT

t+1, their consumption of the non-traded good cNT
t+1,

and their bequest bt+1, and are represented by the utility function

ut =
(
cT

t+1 − c̃
)
𝛼

(
cNT

t+1

)
𝛽

b1−𝛼−𝛽
t+1 ,

where 0 < 𝛼, 𝛽 < 1 and 0 < 𝛼 + 𝛽 < 1.
Each agent has a budget constraint

cT
t+1 + pNT

t+1 cNT
t+1 + bt+1 = Ii

t+1,

where Ii
t+1 is the income of agent i at time period t + 1. This Ii

t+1 will depend on the wage wi that
agent i receives in period t + 1, plus the net savings from their bequests, as we describe below.
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 9

Utility maximization implies the following optimal shares of expenditure:

cT
t+1 = c̃ + 𝛼

(
Ii

t+1 − c̃
)
,

pNT
t+1 cNT

t+1 = 𝛽
(
Ii

t+1 − c̃
)
,

bi
t+1 = (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽)

(
Ii

t+1 − c̃
)
.

Again, note that bequests and non-traded consumption are fixed shares of above-subsistence
income.

Capital market imperfections and human capital We assume, in the spirit of Holmstrom and
Tirole (1997), that becoming a skilled worker in period t + 1, LH

t+1, requires an indivisible invest-
ment of size e in period t, but where the success of this investment depends on the effort of the
agent and is not guaranteed. Individuals have a choice between being diligent, which implies
a success probability 𝜋h, and being less diligent, which implies a success probability 𝜋l, where
𝜋

l
< 𝜋

h, but which also confers a private benefit B. The action of the individual and so the
probability of success cannot be observed by the financial markets—only the outcome.

For the model to be of interest, it must be the case that in the absence of informational asym-
metries and financial frictions, being a skilled worker is preferred to being an unskilled worker,
and that being diligent is the best strategy for all agents. This implies that parameters are such
that

𝜋

h(wH − wU)
> eR + 𝜋train(w∗ − wU)

,

𝜋

l(wH − wU) + B < eR + 𝜋train(w∗ − wU)
,

where 𝜋train is the probability of finding a job with training as an unskilled worker. Thus we are
assuming that wH is significantly high so that the prospect of obtaining a job with training does
not make wealthy agents prefer to be unskilled. We think that this is a reasonable characterization
of reality.

Financial intermediaries cannot force borrowers below the subsistence level of consumption,
c̃, in the event that training is not successful. To break even, they will have to charge an interest
rate R⋆, higher than R, and this changes an individual’s incentive to be diligent. In equilibrium,
financial intermediaries need to make the expected international rate of return R. This implies
that only agents with wealth higher than ̂b will be able to borrow to invest, where

̂b = e − (w
U − c̃) + 𝜋h(wH − wU ) − ̃B

R
,

where ̃B is a constant.
The model thus describes a labour market with a Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) style equilib-

rium, where agents with higher wealth will use their wealth to accumulate skills, while agents with
low wealth, in contrast, are unable to borrow from financial markets to invest in human capital
accumulation. In the absence of government intervention or training, there would be no upward
income mobility for low-wealth agents.

Income distribution dynamics The agents’ optimal human capital decisions together with their
demand functions imply that the intergenerational dynamics of the economy are described by
equation (IDD) below. This equation has three sections. Those with wealth (bequests) above e
will find it optimal to invest in skills and will become skilled workers with probability 𝜋h. For
those with wealth (bequests) below a critical level̂b, those who can obtain on-the-job training will
receive the trained wage, while the rest become unskilled workers. Those with wealth (bequests)
greater then ̂b but less than e will use their bequest and borrow the remainder to become skilled
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10 ECONOMICA

F I G U R E 4 Income
distribution dynamics.

with probability 𝜋

h. Writing HCA for human capital accumulation, and OJT for on-the-job
training, we have

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

for bi
t > e, bi

t+1 =

{
𝛿

[
wH

t+1 − c̃ + R(bi
t − e)

]
if HCA successful,

𝛿

[
wU

t+1 − c̃ + R(bi
t − e)

]
if HCA unsuccessful,

for ̂b < bi
t < e, bi

t+1 =

{
𝛿

[
wH

t+1 − c̃ − R⋆(e − bi
t)
]

if HCA successful,

max
{

0, 𝛿
[
wU

t+1 − c̃ − R⋆(e − bi
t)
]}

if HCA unsuccessful,

for bi
t <

̂b, bi
t+1 =

{
𝛿

[
w∗t+1 − c̃ + Rbi

t

]
if OJT successful,

𝛿

[
wU

t+1 − c̃ + Rbi
t

]
if unskilled,

(IDD)

where 𝛿 = (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽), and the expressions in brackets represent Ii
t+1 for agent i minus the

subsistence constraint.
The dynamics described by equation (IDD) are depicted in Figure 4. The income distri-

butional dynamics have forces for upward mobility as well as downward mobility. Downward
mobility, depicted by the arrow labelled 𝜋D in Figure 4, is when a wealthy agent does not succeed
in becoming skilled and so earns only an unskilled wage and suffers a reduction in wealth e.12

Upward mobility, depicted by the arrow labelled 𝜋U in Figure 4, is when low wealth agents suc-
ceed in accumulating enough wealth for their offspring to purchase education in the following
period. Clearly, this potential depends on workers trained via on-the -job training obtaining sig-
nificantly higher wages than unskilled workers. As stated above, the bargaining parameters allow
for a large range of possible wages w∗. Figure 4 depicts the case where w∗ is high enough so that
trained workers’ bequests will be above ̂b and thus their offspring will have as great a chance as
anyone of becoming skilled in the following period. This is the most optimistic case for upward
social mobility. Clearly, a w∗ value lower than this will imply a lower prospect for upward social
mobility.
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 11

Equilibrium and the number of training firms The model that we have described above is one where
all relative prices are pinned down by the market structure and fundamentals, so equilibrium is
achieved by the allocation of labour between sectors. Given the agent’s first-order conditions, the
market clearing condition in period t is given by

𝛽

pNT
t

[
∫i∈LU (IU

t − c̃) di + ∫i∈L∗ (I
∗
t − c̃) di + ∫i∈LH (IH

t − c̃) di
]

(Demand)

= aNT LU ,NT
t + ∫i∈L∗,NT

t
a∗,NT di (Supply).

We assume that LU ,T and LU ,NT are both positive in equilibrium, so pNT
t is fixed. This is a restric-

tion on the size and productivity of the trained and skilled sectors. If all workers were unskilled,
then the economy would resemble the two-sector small open economy of Matsuyama (1992), so
LU ,T and LU ,NT would both be positive if both 𝛽 and wU − c̃ are positive. We also ignore demand
from the profits of firm owners, which assumes implicitly that these are consumed abroad. Thus
equilibrium is achieved by the allocation of unskilled workers between the traded and non-traded
sectors, that is, by solving for LU ,NT

t .
The number of training firms in equilibrium will depend on the distribution of setup costs

across potential training firms, denoted by Jj(Φj), in each sector. The bargaining process between
a firm and worker leads to a split of the surplus of the match between the firm and the worker so
that the surplus 𝜋j of the firm in sector j from a match is given by

𝜋

j = a∗,j − w∗,j − C for j = T ,NT .

For the marginal firm k in sector j, with setup costs Φj,k, the value of the match in equilibrium
must equal the fixed setup costs, thusΦj,k = 𝜋j. The number of firms in equilibrium will therefore
be the integration of the distribution Jj(Φj) over the interval [Φj, 𝜋

j].

The effect of skilled immigration

We assume that skilled immigrants are distinguished from natives by having a back-up wage wm,
where wm

< wU . Skilled immigrants will affect both the demand and supply of goods, as well
as the profitability of firms offering training.13 The wage bargaining process implies that immi-
grants will have a lower equilibrium wage in training firms, which implies greater profits for
training firms and so the entry of more firms offering training.14 We assume for simplicity that
skilled migrants are as costly to train as unskilled native workers. However, clearly, if skilled
migrants are cheaper to train, then this would increase the surplus further and so magnify this
effect. We first describe in detail the implications of skilled immigration into the on-the-job train-
ing firms before going on to discuss the implications of skilled immigration more generally, and
why skilled immigration has different implications to unskilled immigration. These effects follow
straightforwardly from the structure of the model described in the previous subsection.

Skilled immigration and the training wage If potential training firms have a probability, 𝜋m

of being matched with a skilled migrant worker, then the bargaining process implies that their
expected profit rises, so more firms will enter. In equilibrium, it must be the case that the marginal
firm, k, makes zero expected profits. Whether the net effect of skilled immigrants on training
places for native workers is positive or negative depends on the strength of this entry effect rel-
ative to the direct immigration effect. The number of entering firms is determined by the slope
of the Jj(Φj) distribution function at the equilibrium point. The flatter the distribution, the more
firms enter, so for a given migration probability, the number of training opportunities for native
workers rises. There is no reason why Jj(Φj) will be the same across sectors, so sectors may
react differently to the same immigration shock. Thus immigration may cause the number of
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12 ECONOMICA

training places for native workers to rise or fall with potentially differential effects across sectors.
Ultimately, therefore, this is an empirical matter, which we address in Section 4.

Under the bargaining structure of the model described in the previous subsection, the wages
of native workers matched with a training firm would not be affected by skilled immigration
(although, of course, their chances of obtaining a match may be). However, if one modified the
bargaining structure to give an additional increase in bargaining power to a training firm under
the possibility of skilled immigration, then native trained wages may also fall even if a migrant
is not hired by a firm in equilibrium. This is modelled most simply by assuming that each firm
k paying the fixed cost Φk also has a probability of meeting another migrant worker in between
subperiods 2 and 3 of the bargaining process. Intuitively, this has the effect of reducing the equi-
librium share of the match’s surplus given to trained workers.15 This would imply a bigger increase
in expected profits and so a larger entry effect of training firms in equilibrium. However, it may
also lead to a detrimental effect on social mobility if trained wages fall significantly so that the
w∗ line in Figure 4 shifts down, thereby reducing the chances of the offspring of trained workers
to become skilled workers in the future.

The different implications of skilled and unskilled immigration The focus in this paper is on the
effects of skilled immigration and how this may affect the provision of training for native-born
workers. As we have discussed above, skilled immigration will increase the profitability of the
firms that provide training and so should cause entry by firms offering training. This may or may
not cause a net increase in training provision for native workers, so may or may not increase social
mobility and long-run productivity in the economy. Immigration into unskilled labour demand-
ing firms, in contrast, will have no effect on the provision of training and will reduce average
productivity in the economy. If training positions are scarce, as we assume, and the allocation of
training positions is random, then unskilled migrants will also take some of these training places
and so will reduce the prospects for upward social mobility for native workers. Of course, many
skilled immigrants in the UK work in unskilled jobs (see Wadsworth 2018), so these workers will
have the same effects, in this model, as unskilled immigrants.

Extensions of the model Our approach has been to use the simplest model that is able to demon-
strate the potential for both positive and negative effects of skilled immigration on native training,
and for differential effects of skilled immigration across sectors. This simple model does not have,
for example, ‘good jobs’ for skilled workers. However, if the model were extended so that there
were also potential firms that could train skilled workers to achieve even higher productivity lev-
els, and where the wage was determined by the same bargaining procedure as above, then such
jobs would be ‘good jobs’ for skilled workers.

The simple model above also assumes that firms offering training supply only a fraction of
the total non-traded goods market. However if all firms in the non-traded sector provide train-
ing, then the level of training in the economy would be affected by the level of demand for
non-traded goods. In this case, for example, skilled immigrants in the traded sector would increase
the demand for non-traded goods, as in Moretti (2010), and so would increase the level of training
for unskilled workers in the non-traded sector. The same argument holds for wealthy immigrants.
This case complicates the model somewhat as the relative price of non-traded goods will be deter-
mined by the entry of new firms into the non-traded sector, but the model is otherwise the same;
see Mountford and Wadsworth (2019) for a longer discussion of this case.

4 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The model suggests that we might expect to see different effects of immigration on on-the-job
training of native workers depending on both the sector under investigation and the skill level of
immigrants in that sector. In this section, we investigate this issue empirically. We first describe
the data used, and then the statistical model. The results are presented in the third subsection,
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 13

and their robustness to a variety of changes in model specification and variable definitions is
discussed in the final subsection.

Data

In order to test the implications of the model, we need data on the incidence of training, the age,
education and country of origin of those trained, and the concentration of skilled immigrants
working in a sector. All these pieces of information are contained in the UK LFS. The LFS is a
quarterly random sample of around 40,000 households and the individuals therein. Since 1995,
there have been questions on whether an employed individual has received any job-related train-
ing in the past 3 months or in the past 4 weeks. The training information can be split into whether
it is college- or work-based, and into discrete duration of training categories.16 This variable is
used in Dearden et al. (2006) and shown to be positively associated with higher productivity.
Abramovsky et al. (2011) also use this variable as part of their evaluation of the training response
among less skilled workers to a UK government intervention.

Immigration variables The LFS also contains details of the country of birth of every individual
in the sample. This allows us to split the workforce into UK-born and immigrants (anyone born
outside the UK). The LFS also contains information on year of arrival and age leaving full-time
education. From this, we define a skilled adult immigrant as someone born outside the UK who
left full-time education after age 18 (i.e. with some level of tertiary education) and who arrived in
the UK after age 22 (i.e. with some degree of work experience abroad). Other immigrants used
in this study comprise the total number of immigrants less the skilled immigrant total.

Sector definition Since specific industries contain many occupations and a given occupation can
be found across different industries, the definition of a sector in our analysis combines individual
occupation and industry affiliation. A sector is built as a combination of 1-digit occupation and
2-digit industry. For example, sector 385 is an associate professional (1-digit SOC code 3) working
in the health industry (2-digit SIC code 85). The occupational classifications change significantly
in 2001, which makes matching before this period difficult for anything more disaggregated than
1-digit SOC.17 We pool across all quarters in each year. This ensures that there is a minimum of
100 observations in each of 125 sectors in each year, with median sample cell size 2226.

Non-traded and high-wage sector definitions We measure training intensity as the share of
UK-born workers in each sector who are in receipt of (various types of) on-the-job training. We
define the traded sector as all occupations in industries Agricultural Production (SIC 01) to Mis-
cellaneous Manufacturing (SIC 39), Finance (SIC 65, 66) and IT/Communications (SIC 72).18

The 1992 SIC codes first appear in the 1994 LFS. It is very difficult to obtain an accurate
2-digit-level mapping to the SIC that preceded this. A high-wage job sector is defined as a sec-
tor with a mean wage higher than the aggregate mean sector hourly wage in the period 1994–7,
i.e. just before the estimation period, to reduce concerns over the endogeneity of wages to immi-
gration.19 As we show in Table 1, in the non-traded sector, these high-wage jobs come with more
on-the-job training, on average.

Training variables On-the-job training in the UK is not a homogeneous event. Some training is
done at the workplace, some externally in colleges or training centres. Some training is financed
by employers, some by individuals. Some training lasts for one day (though may be repeated
at different points in the year), some runs for more than six months. The LFS asks whether
training has been received in both a 13-week window and a 4-week window to try to capture this.
Figure A1 in the Online Appendix shows the trends in these features over the sample window.
Most on-the job training sessions last less than one week, and the share of short training spells
has risen over time, more so in the non-traded low-wage sector.20 However, training is provided
increasingly at the workplace. While training away from work has fallen over time (see Figure
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14 ECONOMICA

A1), training at work has risen over the same period. Around 50% of all training is now at the
workplace, up from around 30% in 2000. We examine immigration’s effects on all these different
aspects of training in what follows.

The empirical model

The immigration, training and hiring data of individuals described above are averaged to sectoral
level, and the following statistical model is estimated using a sample that starts in 1998 and ends
in 2018:21

OJTit = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 Skilled_immigrationit−1 + 𝛽2 Other_immigrationit−1 (1)

+ 𝛾 Zit−1 + 𝜏t + si + ti + 𝜀it,

where OJTit is the share of all UK-born workers working in sector i at time t, who are in receipt
of (different aspects of) on the job training, OJTN

it ∕Nit.
The main explanatory variable of interest, Skilled_immigrationit−1, is a measure of the inten-

sity of skilled adult immigrants working in sector i at time t − 1. We first measure this by the
sector share of immigrants, Mit∕(Mit +Nit), but use different measures of concentration when we
test robustness of the results. The theoretical model above suggests that there may be heteroge-
neous ‘treatment’ effects from skilled immigration across sectors. In addition, the model suggests
that there may be different effects of less-skilled immigration in the same sector. As such, we also
include a measure of less-skilled immigration in the sector. Variables si and ti are sector fixed
effects and sector trends. These net out unobserved time-fixed and time-varying sector-specific
factors affecting both immigrant presence and training intensity in a specific sector that would
otherwise compromise the estimate of the immigration effect. The 𝜏t are year dummies.

The Z are a set of controls, known correlates with training incidence (see OECD 2020;
Abramovsky et al. 2011), namely the time-varying mean proportions of women, part-time
working, self-employment, temporary working, large firms (>50 employees), and public sec-
tor establishments, along with sector means of worker age, years of job tenure, and log hourly
wages of the UK-born workers in each sector. We control for the share of graduates and level-4
vocational native-born workers. This is to control for the possibility that increased educational
attainment seen in the UK over this period could be a substitute for on-the-job training and pro-
vide an alternative rationale for the observed fall in on-the-job training. We also construct and
include the yearly unemployment rate for each sector to try to account for sector-specific cyclical
influences on the provision of training that might also be correlated with the immigration vari-
able.22 There is also a control for the percentage change in sector size to try to account for the
differential effect of employment growth on training across sectors. Some of these controls are
arguably endogenous to training, so we check the robustness of the estimated immigration effects
to their omission in the results below.

The training variables in the dataset are backward-looking indicators as training decisions
are likely taken on the basis of the existing workforce. The immigrant and workforce variables
are therefore lagged to reduce contemporaneous endogeneity concerns. This does not, however,
exclude the possibility of a violation of strict exogeneity that would also compromise the esti-
mation. If strict exogeneity is violated, then the bias in fixed effects estimation of equation (1) is
O(1∕T), and T = 21 for most of our estimation, so the bias from this form of endogeneity will be
less than 5%.23 We therefore proceed under this caveat, although we do explore alternative estima-
tion procedures in the robustness checks that follow. The variance of the error term may contain
a group-specific (sector-specific) component, but could also be influenced by possible unob-
served spillovers across groups, both spatially and over time. We therefore estimate the model
with heteroscedasticity- and autocorrelation-consistent (HAC) robust standard errors, robust to
heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation of unknown form (see Cameron and Miller 2015).24
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 15

The sector-level data set has a spatial element to it and so may be open to the spatial cor-
relations concerns that arise when working with such data. It is conceivable, for example, that
UK-born workers faced with an influx of skilled migrants may leave the sector to find train-
ing opportunities elsewhere. This would tend to disperse the effects of immigration on UK-born
training across sectors. Conversely, UK-born workers could be attracted into a sector with skilled
migrants who are able to train more workers. This could then augment any positive effects of
skilled immigration on training.

To help to address these concerns, Table A2 of the Online Appendix presents sector corre-
lations between UK-born employment growth and immigration growth rates over the 21-year
period covered by the sample. The table gives regression coefficients and their standard errors
from simple OLS regressions of the 21-year percentage change in the UK-born level of employ-
ment on the 21-year percentage change in the level of immigration in each of the 125 sectors in
the sample. The sample size for each regression is therefore 2625.

Immigration and UK-born employment are clearly positively correlated (see column (1) in
panel A of Table A2 of the Online Appendix). Employment of UK-born workers has grown
more in sectors where immigration has grown more. Employment of UK-born workers is much
more positively correlated with the growth in skilled immigration than with other immigration
(column (2) in panel A)—and within broad sectors, skilled immigration is most positively cor-
related with immigration growth in the non-traded ‘good jobs’ sector (column (3) in panel A).
Panel B of Table A2 confirms that these correlation patterns hold for skilled UK-born workers.
Skilled employment of UK-born workers has grown more in sectors where skilled immigration
has grown more.

These associations contrast somewhat with the findings of Burstein et al. (2020) for the USA,
where the association between immigrant growth and US-born employment growth is negative in
the non-traded sector. Instead, they suggest that UK-born workers are net entrants into sectors
where skilled immigration is growing.

Table A3 of the Online Appendix shows that UK-born employment growth is negatively cor-
related with the growth in training rates of UK-born workers, particularly in the non-traded ‘good
jobs’ sector. This suggests that UK-born workers do not move, in the aggregate, towards sectors
offering higher training. Taken together, these correlations suggest that if UK-born employment
is growing in sectors where training is falling, then this would tend to augment any negative
association of immigration with training.

Without a credible natural experiment, however, there remains the concern about endo-
geneity not accounted for by the confounders or the fixed and time-varying sector trends. This
is why we phrase our discussion in terms of associations rather than causal effects. In our
view, training is an important variable, with implications for productivity, income inequality
and social mobility. Thus any robust empirical relationship concerning training should be of
interest. Below, we also account for this issue using shift–share instruments. Recent debate on
this sort of instrumentation (e.g. Adao et al. 2019; Borusyak et al. 2022; Goldsmith-Pinkham
et al. 2020; Jaeger et al. 2018) suggests that identification is obtained if either the ‘shifters’ or
the ‘shares’ are exogenous.25 We also experiment with lagged explanatory variables as instru-
ments in differenced equations. We report these results in the ‘Robustness checks’ subsection
below.

Results

Table 2 outlines the estimates from a set of sectoral-level regressions of the share of UK-born
adults receiving training on the lagged employment share of immigrants who arrived as adults
with education after high school and a separate indicator for the sector share of less-skilled
immigrants.
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16 ECONOMICA

T A B L E 2 IMMIGRATION AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF UK-BORN WORKERS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A

Skilled immigrant 0.467** 0.095* 0.074 0.129** 0.130**

(0.124) (0.045) (0.050) (0.046) (0.042)

Other immigrant −0.011 0.233** 0.048 0.244** 0.207**

(0.070) (0.031) (0.035) (0.031) (0.031)

Panel B

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.504** −0.206** 0.116 −0.206** −0.154*

(0.190) (0.073) (0.088) (0.072) (0.069)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.773** 0.263** 0.072 0.246** 0.235**

(0.189) (0.063) (0.080) (0.068) (0.063)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.328** 0.025 0.036 0.153* 0.136*

(0.116) (0.065) (0.083) (0.062) (0.058)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.334* 0.045 0.101 0.021 0.049

(0.153) (0.068) (0.062) (0.066) (0.066)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.177 0.222** 0.028 0.269** 0.224**

(0.091) (0.045) (0.050) (0.045) (0.043)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.007 0.214** 0.040 0.214** 0.174**

(0.078) (0.053) (0.067) (0.057) (0.055)

Controls

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Covariates Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Sector No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector trends No No Linear Reciprocal Reciprocal

Notes: Sample size 2625. HAC robust standard errors in parentheses.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.

Panel A of Table 2 looks at average immigration across all sectors. The first column is an OLS
regression without sector fixed effects. Skilled immigration is positively correlated with training of
UK-born workers. Sectors with a higher share of skilled immigrants train relatively more native
workers. This association persists when we include sector fixed effects in column (2). So sectors
that have employed more skilled immigrants over time have relatively higher training rate growth
for their UK-born workers. Or rather, given the outcomes in our sample window, training has
fallen less in these sectors.

Since our 21-year sample window is arguably long enough that the sector fixed effects are
no longer fixed, columns (3)–(5) of Table 2 additionally include time-varying sector trends.
Column (3) includes a linear trend. Columns (4) and (5) replace this with a non-linear trend,
specifically a reciprocal time trend. A linear time trend implies that training will continue declin-
ing (or rising) forever, at different rates across sectors. A reciprocal sector trend implies that
training in a given sector will asymptote towards some minimum (or maximum) level over time.
The linear sector trend is also highly collinear with the immigration variable and some other
covariates, which have grown near continuously over the sample window. The combination of
near continuous decline in training and a near continuous rise in immigration over the sample
window makes it harder to identify any immigration effect (or other covariate effects) in the linear
sector trend estimation. As can be seen, when linear sector trends are included, the immigration
estimates in column (3) of panel A are insignificantly different from zero. When a non-linear
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 17

sector trend is used, in columns (4) and (5), the immigration association becomes positive and sig-
nificant once again. Column (4) removes the (potentially endogenous) explanatory confounders
from the regression. Column (5) restores them to the model. This makes little difference to the
estimated relationships (compare columns (4) and (5)).

The model presented above, however, suggests that we might expect to see different pat-
terns according to whether the sector is traded or non-traded, and whether it is a high-wage
or low-wage sector. Panel B of Table 2 therefore allows the immigration effects to vary across
the three broad sectors suggested by the model: traded, non-traded (high-wage) and non-traded
(low-wage) sectors.

Allowing for heterogeneous relationships across broad sectors suggests that there are indeed
differences across traded and non-traded sectors and by immigration skill type. There is still a
positive association in levels between skilled immigration and training (column (1) in panel B of
Table 2). Within each sector, those with a higher-skilled immigrant workforce share train more
UK-born workers. The association between the level of less-skilled immigration and level of
training is much weaker. The inclusion of sector fixed effects now changes the signs and signifi-
cance of the immigration variable (column (2) in panel B). The skilled immigration association
with training in the non-traded ‘good job’ sector is negative and statistically significant, while the
association is positive and statistically significant in other sectors. Within the non-traded ‘good
jobs’ sector, groups where skilled immigration has grown more have reduced training of UK-born
workers more. In contrast, recruiting more skilled immigrants in the low-wage non-traded and
traded sectors is associated with increased training rates of UK-born workers (or more likely
reduced training less). These latter two sectors are the drivers of the positive immigration effect
on training seen in panel A. The addition of linear sector trends (column (3)) again nullifies these
effects, but the inclusion of non-linear sector trends (columns (4) and (5)) restores these patterns
of association. The overall conclusion of the results from panel B is that the association of skilled
immigration in the non-traded high wage sector seems to be much more negative than elsewhere.26

The magnitude of the estimated skilled immigration relationship with training is not, however,
large. A 5 percentage point increase in the skilled immigrant sector share, the average increase in
the sample over the period (see Table 1), reduces the sector share of native training by around
0.01 percentage points, or some 3%.27 Panel B of Table 2 also shows that the less-skilled immi-
gration into the non-traded high-wage sector has little association with training (see columns (2),
(4) and (5)). Elsewhere, less-skilled immigration has a similar positive relationship with skilled
immigration in both the traded and non-traded low-wage sectors.

Table A4 in the Online Appendix gives the estimates for the control variables also included
in the regressions. The signs of these controls generally conform to the findings from the earlier
training incidence literature. The sector unemployment rate is negatively associated with training,
so that firms do appear to cut back training faced with a sector-specific negative shock, and the
share of native-born workers educated to age 21 and over is negatively associated with on-the-job
training of native-born workers.28 It seems that formal education may indeed be a substitute for
some on-the-job training over this period, but this does not seem to preclude immigration from
influencing training.

Robustness checks

We list below the robustness of these findings to a set of changes to the estimation sample. We
focus our discussion on the findings based on the model specification reported in column (5)
of Table 2, that is, the model with time-varying, non-linear sector trends and time-varying
sector-level confounders.

Traded sector definition In panel A of Table 3, we remove IT and Finance from the traded
sector group, place them in the non-traded sector, and repeat the estimation. The patterns that
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18 ECONOMICA

T A B L E 3 SKILLED IMMIGRATION AND TRAINING ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Narrow trade definition

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.242 −0.215** 0.122 −0.169** −0.128*

(0.168) (0.062) (0.079) (0.063) (0.059)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.670** 0.248** 0.053 0.235** 0.226**

(0.186) (0.061) (0.077) (0.065) (0.060)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.609** 0.111 0.046 0.214** 0.180*

(0.183) (0.079) (0.095) (0.079) (0.072)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.366* 0.034 0.086 0.002 0.030

(0.152) (0.066) (0.060) (0.063) (0.063)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.117 0.190** −0.014 0.223** 0.184**

(0.093) (0.044) (0.050) (0.045) (0.043)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.134 0.244** 0.145* 0.291** 0.243**

(0.092) (0.054) (0.070) (0.061) (0.059)

Panel B: Training in last 4 weeks

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.431** −0.159** 0.005 −0.136** −0.112*

(0.142) (0.050) (0.065) (0.053) (0.051)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.428** 0.106* −0.024 0.078 0.076

(0.107) (0.047) (0.066) (0.050) (0.049)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.244** 0.043 0.063 0.118** 0.108**

(0.066) (0.044) (0.055) (0.041) (0.039)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.143 0.007 0.035 −0.002 0.007

(0.102) (0.048) (0.046) (0.043) (0.044)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.111* 0.096** −0.008 0.119** 0.094**

(0.052) (0.029) (0.035) (0.030) (0.029)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.016 0.096** −0.003 0.093** 0.069*

(0.041) (0.032) (0.043) (0.033) (0.034)

Panel C: Skilled UK-born workers

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.577** −0.199* 0.064 −0.246* −0.214*

(0.218) (0.098) (0.113) (0.098) (0.096)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.509* 0.003 −0.218 0.047 0.016

(0.225) (0.129) (0.195) (0.144) (0.145)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.086 −0.126 −0.231 −0.149 −0.196

(0.140) (0.114) (0.176) (0.115) (0.114)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.089 0.073 0.167 0.032 0.043

(0.171) (0.102) (0.098) (0.099) (0.100)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.133 0.335** 0.110 0.307* 0.288*

(0.126) (0.108) (0.156) (0.120) (0.119)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.047 −0.005 0.116 0.156 0.116

(0.118) (0.126) (0.143) (0.114) (0.111)

Panel D: Less-skilled UK-born workers

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.360* −0.051 0.303* −0.018 0.039

(0.158) (0.092) (0.130) (0.099) (0.096)

(Continues)
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 19

T A B L E 3 CONTINUED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.779** 0.266** 0.090 0.244** 0.237**

(0.189) (0.066) (0.081) (0.072) (0.067)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.459** 0.082 0.046 0.219** 0.219**

(0.118) (0.073) (0.092) (0.068) (0.065)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.423** 0.051 0.116 0.031 0.072

(0.141) (0.084) (0.083) (0.084) (0.082)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.222* 0.178** −0.004 0.234** 0.185**

(0.089) (0.046) (0.053) (0.046) (0.045)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.067 0.215** 0.014 0.195** 0.169*

(0.074) (0.062) (0.084) (0.065) (0.066)

Controls

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Covariates Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Sector No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector trends No No Linear Reciprocal Reciprocal

Notes: HAC robust standard errors in parentheses.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.

we observe in Table 2, namely differential associations of skilled immigration across sectors, are
changed little by this.

Training window The EU uses evidence of on-the-job training in the last 4 weeks to form its
benchmark training targets. In panel B of Table 3, we replace the training in a 3-month win-
dow with the 4-week window. The findings again appear to hold across this narrower window of
activity.

Effects on UK-born workers by skill Since the model indicates that skilled and less-skilled immi-
gration may have different effects on skilled workers than on unskilled workers, panels C and D of
Table 3 split the UK-born workforce into skilled (using the same definition of skilled as for immi-
grants) and less-skilled. The results show that the negative association of training with skilled
immigration holds for skilled UK-born workers in the non-traded good jobs sector (panel C),
but not for less-skilled UK-born workers in the same sector (panel D). This suggests that there
may be substitution away from training skilled workers. There is no effect of less-skilled immi-
gration on training of skilled workers in the not ‘good jobs’ traded sector. In the non-traded
low-wage jobs sector, less-skilled immigration appears complementary to training of both skilled
and less-skilled UK-born workers. These results seem to indicate that (a) the type of immigra-
tion matters, (b) the sector in which immigration changes matters, and (c) the skill level of the
potential trainees matters.29

Job tenure It could be argued that the nature of training evolves with the length of job tenure. A
new hire may receive induction training that is less likely to be associated with skill accumulation
than training received later in a career. To examine this, we estimate the effect of immigration on
training rates of newly hired UK-born workers (panel A of Table 4) and UK-born workers with
greater than one year of job tenure (panel B). We define a new hire as anyone in a job for less than
12 months. It seems that the significant association of training with skilled immigration applies
only to experienced UK-born workers. This is consistent with the idea that there is some sub-
stitution away from skills accumulation when ready-trained workers are hired in the non-traded
high-wage sector. Once again, there is a positive association of skilled immigration with training
elsewhere. Here, skilled immigration and training appear to be complementary.
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20 ECONOMICA

T A B L E 4 SKILLED IMMIGRATION ON TRAINING FURTHER ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Newly hired UK-born workers

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.137** −0.002 −0.026 0.006 0.004

(0.040) (0.026) (0.032) (0.029) (0.028)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.147* 0.031 −0.049 −0.013 0.001

(0.065) (0.036) (0.044) (0.035) (0.033)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.048 −0.000 −0.057 0.030 0.035

(0.029) (0.034) (0.046) (0.028) (0.028)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant −0.065* 0.003 −0.001 −0.004 −0.000

(0.032) (0.033) (0.032) (0.029) (0.031)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.087** 0.021 −0.011 0.021 0.012

(0.033) (0.022) (0.027) (0.023) (0.021)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.026 0.036 −0.091** 0.005 0.003

(0.024) (0.027) (0.029) (0.025) (0.025)

Panel B: UK-born workers: tenure > 1 year

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.369* −0.203** 0.142 −0.211** −0.155*

(0.158) (0.069) (0.085) (0.074) (0.069)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.627** 0.236** 0.122* 0.258** 0.238**

(0.138) (0.058) (0.061) (0.062) (0.057)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.281** 0.030 0.092 0.123* 0.104*

(0.098) (0.052) (0.072) (0.052) (0.050)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.399** 0.045 0.103 0.025 0.052

(0.130) (0.064) (0.064) (0.067) (0.065)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.089 0.208** 0.040 0.248** 0.217**

(0.066) (0.041) (0.046) (0.043) (0.040)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.020 0.189** 0.132* 0.209** 0.180**

(0.062) (0.039) (0.059) (0.046) (0.045)

Panel C: Regional immigration

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.084 −0.175** −0.041 −0.144** −0.131**

(0.122) (0.049) (0.047) (0.046) (0.048)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.260** 0.089* 0.001 0.024 0.048

(0.092) (0.044) (0.043) (0.042) (0.042)

Traded × Skilled immigrant −0.048 −0.106* −0.065 −0.044 −0.052

(0.065) (0.052) (0.045) (0.047) (0.047)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.181 0.022 −0.015 −0.014 0.028

(0.098) (0.044) (0.044) (0.045) (0.041)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.121** 0.006 0.006 0.011 0.019

(0.044) (0.024) (0.021) (0.022) (0.022)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.091 0.093* 0.033 0.044 0.068

(0.049) (0.037) (0.036) (0.038) (0.037)

Controls

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Sector No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector trends No No Linear Reciprocal Reciprocal

Notes: HAC robust standard errors in parentheses.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 21

Regional effects Immigrants are concentrated in the south of the UK. Arguably, immigration
may not be as close a potential substitute for native-born labour in other parts of the UK with
fewer immigrants. Panel C of Table 4 presents estimates of the model where the data are split by
year and sector, and additionally by two geographical areas.30 While the estimates are somewhat
attenuated by the reduction in sample cell sizes, the significant negative association of skilled
immigration with training in the high-wage non-traded sector remains in this alternative data cut.

Source of immigration The UK immigration system over the sample period consisted of two
separate work routes. There was free movement of any type of labour, skilled or unskilled, from
anywhere in the EU. As the EU expanded, the labour supply from this route also grew. At the
same time, a work visa route was kept open to skilled workers from outside the EU.31 It may be
argued, therefore, that non-EU worker share in a sector reflects sector skill shortages and labour
demand concerns more than the sector share of EEA workers, which is arguably a combination
of labour demand and supply decisions. If so, then it is possible that the immigration effects on
workforce training of native-born workers may be different depending on the origin source coun-
try. Table A5 in the Online Appendix splits the skilled immigrant workforce share into those
originating in the EU and those originating elsewhere. The negative associations of training are
statistically more significant for non-EEA immigrants (though not significantly different from
the EEA point estimates), and the positive associations of training in the other sectors are statis-
tically more significant for EEA immigrants. In the main, it is hard to discern obvious differences
between the sources of immigration, but the overall findings of differential immigrant effects
across sectors and a negative effect in the high-wage non-traded sector do not change appreciably.

Since training is far from a homogeneous activity, we now look at whether these sectoral
patterns hold across different aspects of on-the-job training.

Apprenticeships One workplace role that requires training is an apprenticeship, which typically
offers the apprentice a mixture of off- and on-the-job training. Apprenticeships can be used to
hire new workers and to add skills to the existing workforce.32 According to the LFS, around
1% of the UK-born workforce was undergoing an apprenticeship in 2018, up from 0.5% in 1998.
Panel A of Table 5 looks at the effect of skilled immigration on apprenticeships of UK-born work-
ers across sectors. Again, there is evidence of a negative association between skilled immigration
and apprenticeship training rates of native-born workers in the non-traded ‘good job’ sector that
is not apparent in other sectors. In the traded sector, skilled immigration and UK apprenticeships
appear to be complementary.

Training location On-the-job training may take place at work or away from work at a college or
institute of further learning. Arguably, training away from work involves a larger investment by
the firm in terms of both cost and working days lost. We therefore split responses according to
the shares of away from work (panel B of Table 5) and at work (panel C) training in each sector.
It is clear from Table 5 that the negative training association is driven by training away from the
job. The varying skilled immigration associations across sectors seen in Table 2 can also be seen
in panel B of Table 5. No such pattern can be seen in panel C.33

Length of training Panels D and E of Table 5 look at the effects of skilled immigration on
training by duration. For a training spell that lasts for less than a week, the negative association
of skilled immigration in the non-traded high-wage sector, and positive associations elsewhere,
particularly in the non-traded low-wage sector, can be seen to hold. There is, however, a much
weaker association between immigration and long-duration training (panel E). It may be that
short-duration training is simpler to cut, or indeed augment, depending on the sector, when faced
with an alternative supply of skilled labour.

Measurement of immigration The results above use the immigrant share as the measure of
immigration intensity at the workplace. Since there is little consensus in the literature regard-
ing the appropriate measure of immigrant concentration, Table 6 displays the results from
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22 ECONOMICA

T A B L E 5 SKILLED IMMIGRATION AND DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF UK-BORN TRAINING

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: UK-born apprentice rates

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.054** −0.044** −0.008 −0.037** −0.035**

(0.019) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant −0.034* 0.006 0.003 −0.004 −0.003

(0.015) (0.011) (0.014) (0.011) (0.011)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.008 0.031 0.017 0.033 0.031

(0.022) (0.020) (0.027) (0.022) (0.022)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant −0.117** −0.011 −0.003 −0.012 −0.009

(0.017) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant −0.037** −0.030** −0.018 −0.025** −0.026**

(0.010) (0.008) (0.011) (0.008) (0.009)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant −0.032** 0.003 −0.022 0.001 0.001

(0.012) (0.012) (0.016) (0.013) (0.014)

Panel B: Away from work training

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant −0.007 −0.169** −0.011 −0.112* −0.131**

(0.064) (0.041) (0.046) (0.044) (0.046)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.156** 0.092** −0.018 0.088** 0.091**

(0.039) (0.032) (0.039) (0.030) (0.031)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.069* 0.010 0.004 0.045 0.070*

(0.031) (0.027) (0.040) (0.026) (0.028)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.222** 0.012 0.013 0.010 0.010

(0.049) (0.038) (0.035) (0.037) (0.038)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant 0.009 0.099** −0.042 0.073** 0.089**

(0.026) (0.023) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.061** 0.082** 0.005 0.070** 0.094**

(0.021) (0.021) (0.025) (0.022) (0.023)

Panel C: At work training

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.178** 0.038 0.038 0.029 0.028

(0.038) (0.028) (0.032) (0.026) (0.027)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.135* −0.034 −0.042 −0.055* −0.050

(0.054) (0.028) (0.035) (0.026) (0.027)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.070* 0.014 0.034 0.020 0.001

(0.032) (0.029) (0.037) (0.028) (0.026)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant −0.040 −0.002 0.020 0.011 −0.001

(0.031) (0.027) (0.024) (0.026) (0.027)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.078** −0.009 0.025 0.002 0.010

(0.026) (0.020) (0.024) (0.020) (0.020)

Traded × Other immigrant −0.042* −0.010 −0.027 −0.027 −0.027

(0.021) (0.022) (0.027) (0.022) (0.020)

Panel D: Training < 1 week

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.081 −0.132** −0.015 −0.112* −0.129**

(0.060) (0.050) (0.060) (0.048) (0.048)

(Continues)
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 23

T A B L E 5 CONTINUED

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.252** 0.160** 0.049 0.127** 0.138**

(0.061) (0.036) (0.042) (0.035) (0.034)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.069 0.017 0.041 0.039 0.045

(0.038) (0.029) (0.042) (0.032) (0.033)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.105* 0.044 0.042 0.069 0.057

(0.046) (0.062) (0.069) (0.067) (0.067)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.054 −0.006 −0.037 −0.001 0.008

(0.029) (0.026) (0.036) (0.028) (0.028)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.003 0.015 −0.054 −0.009 0.004

(0.023) (0.027) (0.045) (0.032) (0.031)

Panel E: Training ≥ 1 week

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.221** −0.065 0.037 −0.030 −0.045

(0.076) (0.048) (0.060) (0.048) (0.050)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Skilled immigrant 0.119** 0.009 −0.034 0.005 −0.011

(0.041) (0.041) (0.053) (0.043) (0.044)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.140** 0.116** 0.116 0.136** 0.139**

(0.032) (0.041) (0.062) (0.043) (0.041)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.028 0.052 0.099 0.072 0.064

(0.054) (0.055) (0.060) (0.054) (0.054)

Non-traded (low-wage) × Other immigrant −0.017 0.118** 0.076 0.105** 0.114**

(0.027) (0.027) (0.039) (0.029) (0.029)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.016 −0.015 −0.086* −0.036 −0.032

(0.023) (0.030) (0.037) (0.032) (0.033)

Controls

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Sector No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector trends No No Linear Reciprocal Reciprocal

Notes: HAC robust standard errors in parentheses.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.

estimates of the model using different concentration measures. Column (1) repeats the results
from column (5) of Table 2 using the immigrant share. In column (2), we replace the share with
the immigrant–native ratio M∕N, used as a measure of immigrant concentration in many stud-
ies; see, for example, Dustmann et al. (2013). In column (3), we use the fixed ratio M∕N0, where
N0 is the sector count of native workers in the initial data period, the year 1995. This nets out one
source of potential endogeneity in the immigration concentration variable caused by the presence
of the native employment in the denominator (Card and Peri 2016), and ensures that any change
in the concentration measure is caused by changes in immigration. This fixed ratio does mean
that any immigration effects are now identified off the absolute change in immigration numbers
rather than the relative change. To help to address this, columns (4) and (5) use the log immigra-
tion share and log of the fixed ratio, respectively, with all other control variables measured in logs.
The immigration variables are now identified off relative changes in immigrant numbers within
and across sectors, and the reported estimates are elasticities.
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24 ECONOMICA

T A B L E 6 DIFFERENT IMMIGRATION CONCENTRATION MEASURES

Share Ratio Fixed ratio Log share Log fixed ratio

M∕(N +M) M∕N M∕N0 ln[M∕(N +M)] ln(M∕N0)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: OLS

Skilled immigrant 0.130** 0.045 −0.043* 0.017* 0.016

(0.042) (0.029) (0.018) (0.009) (0.009)

Other immigrant 0.207** 0.113** 0.026 0.049** 0.019

(0.031) (0.027) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018)

Panel B: OLS

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant −0.154* −0.167** −0.092** −0.024* −0.025*

(0.069) (0.056) (0.029) (0.012) (0.011)

Non-traded Other × Skilled immigrant 0.235** 0.098* 0.022* 0.022 0.020

(0.063) (0.047) (0.038) (0.013) (0.013)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.136* 0.048 −0.020 0.025* 0.031*

(0.058) (0.045) (0.030) (0.012) (0.013)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.049 0.040 −0.020 0.006 0.004

(0.066) (0.053) (0.034) (0.015) (0.012)

Non-traded (high-wage) × Other immigrant 0.224** 0.100* 0.015 0.073* 0.047

(0.043) (0.039) (0.028) (0.033) (0.034)

Traded × Other immigrant 0.174** 0.103** 0.009 0.026 −0.001

(0.055) (0.037) (0.057) (0.024) (0.021)

Panel C: OLS

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant −0.186** −0.167** −0.102** −0.027** −0.026*

(0.071) (0.055) (0.027) (0.011) (0.011)

Non-traded Other × Skilled immigrant 0.306** 0.159** 0.103** 0.031** 0.033**

(0.065) (0.052) (0.033) (0.011) (0.010)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.179** 0.112** −0.017 0.026* 0.029*

(0.055) (0.034) (0.026) (0.011) (0.013)

Panel D: IV

First-stage F-statistics

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant 92.7** 38.6** 65.4** 47.4** 66.1**

Non-traded Other × Skilled immigrant 195.0** 49.8** 51.1** 64.6** 57.1**

Traded × Skilled immigrant 244.5** 47.1** 69.2** 59.7** 58.9**

Second stage

Non-traded (high-wage) × Skilled immigrant −0.624 −0.153 −0.067 −0.263** −0.197**

(0.655) (0.340) (0.080) (0.122) (0.098)

Non-traded Other × Skilled immigrant 0.315 0.273 0.556* −0.055 −0.122

(0.399) (0.173) (0.207) (0.042) (0.072)

Traded × Skilled immigrant 0.249 0.408* 0.178 −0.062 −0.122

(0.301) (0.185) (0.089) (0.043) (0.077)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sector trends (reciprocal) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: IV estimates show GMM robust standard errors in parentheses. F-tests of first-stage instruments all have 3 and 2341 degrees of
freedom.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 25

Panel A of Table 6 suggests that the training results of panel A of Table 2 for the whole
economy are somewhat sensitive to the choice of immigration measure used. The estimated
immigration share association is generally more positive than the ratio measures. Indeed, the
fixed ratio (column (3)) suggests an overall negative association of skilled immigration on
training, though this disappears when measured in logs (column (5)). However, there is more
consensus in the estimates when the sectors are disaggregated into traded and non-traded
in panel B. All the different immigration intensity measures suggest that there is a negative
association between skilled immigration and native training rates in the non-traded high-wage
sector.34 The discrepancies between the different immigration measures seen in panel A seem
to stem from identifying different patterns of change in the traded and non-traded low-wage
sectors.

Instrumenting immigration The inclusion of sector fixed effects and sector trends does not pre-
clude the possibility that contemporary shocks to training could affect immigration into a sector.
While our sample cell sizes for each sector are quite large, there is also still the possibility of some
measurement error, and the 21-year sample window may still give rise to some violation of strict
exogeneity, with the bias from the latter declining by O(1∕T). As such, we next attempt to explore
the robustness of these estimates to instrumentation strategies. Since both immigration variables
are potentially endogenous, an IV strategy that instruments both variables at the same time is
challenging. We therefore focus on attempts to instrument the skilled immigration variable. As a
precursor, panel C of Table 6 estimates the model again by OLS, dropping the less-skilled immi-
grant variable. The pattern of differential impacts of skilled immigration across sectors is largely
unchanged by doing this.35

Panel D of Table 6 then presents IV estimates of this model using variations of the Bartik
shift–share instrument in each column, where the base-year sector shares of each country of
origin immigrant group are constructed using the 4 years of the LFS before the estimation
sample window. We use the predicted immigrant sector levels benchmarked to the 1995 level of
UK-born employment as the instruments interacted with the traded/non-traded dummy vari-
ables in columns (1)–(5). In most cases, despite the significance of the first stage, this instrument
performs poorly.36 The predicted immigrant populations over this sample window are generally
similar, subject to a levels transformation. Moreover, their trends are also quite smooth and
monotonic. The combination of sector fixed effects and linear sector trends removes much of
the variation in this instrument. The point estimates for the high-wage non-traded sector, while
not well-defined, are of the same signs as in panel C.

In Table A6 of the Online Appendix, we estimate the models using the immigrant share and
the fixed immigrant ratio in first differences rather than within groups. While first differencing
may reduce stationarity concerns in what is, by panel data standards, a relatively long time series,
it is also likely to accentuate attenuation bias resulting from any measurement error. The esti-
mates are indeed much less precise than for the fixed effects model, and it is hard to infer much
from this. Since long differencing is known to reduce these concerns (Hahn et al. 2007), panel B
of Table A6 estimates the model in 5th period differences. The estimated signs and significance
seen in Table 2 duly begin to re-emerge from this specification, though they are still not deter-
mined precisely. One alternative approach to any remaining endogeneity is to instrument the 5th
differenced immigrant variable with lagged level values of immigration concentration from t − 6
and beyond. Panel C does this with lags from t − 7 and t − 8.37 Again, the estimated signs on
the skilled immigration variables are in line with what has been observed above, but the point
estimates on the immigration share variables are again imprecisely estimated (columns (1)–(3)).
The IV estimates using the fixed ratio as the measure of concentration are a little more pre-
cise. Instrumentation with lags makes the point estimate on the non-traded interaction term
more negative compared to the panel estimates.38 In short, the IV estimates—while far from
precise, and subject to the concerns of all these different types of instrumentation—do not
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26 ECONOMICA

overturn the finding of a heterogeneous association of skilled immigration with training across
sectors.

Corroborating evidence

The accumulated evidence so far suggests that some sectors of the economy will make use of the
supply of (ready-trained) skilled workers from outside the UK rather than training the UK-born
workforce more. To see how firms react to a change in the supply of trained overseas labour, we
next examine the effect of the April 2011 imposition of an annual quota of 20,000 on the number
of skilled immigrants from outside the EEA allowed into the UK.39 The policy restricted the flow
of migrants into sectors that were high users of skilled non-EEA labour relative to those that were
not. The quota size was announced four months in advance, so it is unlikely that firms could have
anticipated and changed behaviour much beforehand, thus the policy change is quasi-exogenous.

Faced with such a labour supply shock, any firm affected had the option to (a) increase the
training of its existing workforce, (b) hire more native-born workers, and (c) hire skilled migrants
from another source region, namely the EEA, where freedom of movement rules applied without
any quotas. The model and results so far suggest that the response may differ by sector. Intuitively,
different responses may occur due to differing usage by sectors of non-EEA skilled labour before
the policy change, whether the sector was traded or non-traded, and whether the sector was high-
or low-wage. We therefore compare the responses of high and low non-EEA usage sectors before
and after the programme across these sectors.

Table 7 presents difference-in-differences (DiD) estimates of the effect of the change in UK
immigration policy on the three possible outcomes listed. The DiD estimates are based on the
standard model with multiple groups and multiple time periods, Yst = as + bt + 𝛿Xst + 𝛽Tst + ust,
where the as are sector fixed effects, the bt are year dummies, and the Xst are sector–time-varying
controls. The DiD effect 𝛽 is the estimated coefficient on the dummy variable Tst, where T indi-
cates whether the policy affects sector s at time t. The sample window is 2007–15 with a break
after 2011. A high non-EEA user sector is defined as in the top 25th percentile of non-EEA work-
force shares averaged over the period 2001–7 before the estimation begins. A low non-EEA sector
(the control group) has an EEA sector share below the median. We therefore exclude the middle

T A B L E 7 DIFFERENCE-IN-DIFFERENCES ESTIMATION OF IMMIGRATION SHOCK

Non-traded Non-traded

(high-wage) (low-wage) Traded

Panel A

Training rate UK-born −0.0015 0.0148 0.0057

(0.0115) (0.0152) (0.0113)

Panel B

Hiring rate UK-born 0.0002 0.0001 −0.0006

(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0007)

Panel C

EEA skilled immigrant share 0.00113** 0.0052 0.0048

(0.0033) (0.0072) (0.0079)

Sample size 168 294 161

Notes: HAC robust panel standard errors in parentheses. Controls same as in column (2) of Table 3, plus sector-specific time trends.
*, ** indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively.
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 27

25th percentile to reduce the possibility of spillovers, but the results are broadly unchanged if
they are put in the control group.

The DiD estimates suggest that the short-run response to this constraint in non-traded
high-wage sectors was to hire more skilled workers from the EEA rather than train more
of its existing workforce or hire more UK-born workers. This effect is not observed in the
traded goods sector or the non-traded low-wage sectors. It seems that the nature of the
skill set in the non-traded ‘good jobs’ sector allows for the importation of ready-trained
workers.40

5 CONCLUSION

The first paragraph of this paper asked whether skilled immigration to the UK was causing
a reduction in the training of the native workforce. This is an important question, as the UK
has a long-standing problem with low productivity, but it is one that the literatures on both
training and the effects of immigration on human capital accumulation have neglected. Theoret-
ically, we have shown that a negative effect of skilled immigration on training is possible but not
inevitable. Empirically, we have found that while on aggregate there is a small, positive associa-
tion between skilled immigration and native training rates, at a more disaggregated level, there
are very different patterns in this relationship across different sectors and across different types of
immigration within the same sector. These findings show how, potentially, aggregate level analysis
can be misleading, and highlights the importance of looking for heterogeneous effects in empir-
ical investigations. We have emphasized the contrast between the traded sector, where skilled
immigration appears to be complementary to the training of UK-born workers, and high-wage
non-traded sectors where skilled immigration and native-born training appear to be net substi-
tutes. These associations are stronger for skilled, more experienced UK workers, and for short
spells of training away from work. In contrast, the relationship between less-skilled immigration
and UK-born training appears to be much weaker.
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NOTES
1 The literature is very large, but see, for example, Manacorda et al. (2012) and Wadsworth (2018).
2 See also Moretti (2010), who finds evidence of large positive spillovers from exogenous increases in employment in

a tradable industry—e.g. from domestic or international inward migration—to increases in local employment in the
non-tradable sector.

3 Again, the literature is very large, but see, for example, Acemoglu and Pischke (1998, 1999) and the references cited
therein.

4 See also Michaillat and Saez (2015) for the related literature on macroeconomic implications of job rationing in the
labour market.

5 This variable was used in Dearden et al. (2006) and shown to be positively associated with higher productivity.
6 We define high-wage as sectors paying above the mean sectoral hourly wage. ‘Traded’ is defined here as agriculture,

energy and manufacturing, IT and finance. The results that follow are broadly robust to changes in this definition (see
the subsection ‘Robustness checks’ in Section 4).

7 Table A1 in the Online Appendix gives sample mean training and immigration rates for the highest and lowest training
sectors at the beginning and end of the sample by 3-digit-level sectors. The training rankings by sector are quite stable
over time. In 2000 and in 2018, the sectors with the highest on-the-job training rates were associate professionals in
health and social care, predominantly nurses. In both years, the sector with the lowest on-the-job training share is
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28 ECONOMICA

manual domestic workers (cleaners). There is no clear association with immigrant share. Two of the best and worst
sectors had greater than average shares of skilled migrants.

8 The increase in demand for non-traded goods from the immigrant must be less than his wage, which will be less than
or equal to the extra non-traded output produced.

9 This is a restriction on primitives, i.e. that the mass of wealthy agents in the initial distribution of wealth, and the mass
of firms with the potential to train, are sufficiently small.

10 See Costa et al. (2019) for an analysis of the effects of changes in the exchange rate on training in the UK.
11 Different trained wages in the traded sector, w∗,T , and in the non-traded sector, w∗,NT , would imply a separate line in

Figure 4 and equation (IDD) below for each trained wage.
12 Downward earnings mobility is present in UK data but is less likely than upward earnings mobility; see Dearden

et al. (1997).
13 The ability to emigrate will also affect human capital accumulation decisions in the sending economies; see Mount-

ford (1997) and Mountford and Rapoport (2011). We do not consider these effects here.
14 See Kiguchi and Mountford (2019) for evidence of the positive effect of migration on non-residential investment at

the macroeconomic level.
15 Online Appendix B discusses the bargaining solution.
16 The LFS question is: ‘In the X months since [date] have you taken part in any education or any training connected

with your job or a job that you might be able to do in the future?’ This is asked only to those in employment under
age 70, and not to working students. See Office for National Statistics (2016).

17 The industry classifications also change in 2009, but we are able to correct for this using the mapping of Smith—see
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/economics/staff/jcsmith/sicmapping (accessed 20 March 2023).

18 We investigate the sensitivity of our results to different definitions of the traded sector below.
19 The non-traded ‘good job’ sectors are managerial occupations (SOC 1) in Construction, Retail, Transport, Media,

Real Estate, Legal Services, Engineering, Support Services, Protective Services, Public Administration, Education,
Health and Residential Services; professional occupations (SOC 2) in Construction, Retail, Real Estate, Legal Services,
Engineering, Scientific Support, Support Services, Protective Services, Public Administration, Education, Health,
Social Services, Sport and Residential Services; assistant professionals (SOC 3) in Construction, Transport, Media,
Legal Services, Scientific Services, Protective Services, Public Administration, Education, Residential Services, Social
Services. The low-wage sector comprises the residual groupings across 1-digit SOC and 2-digit SIC.

20 The LFS has recorded who pays for training for around half the sample period, since 2010. Most training is employer-
or government-funded. Only around 25% of LFS respondents in receipt of training are self-funded. This proportion
has not changed much over a period when skilled immigration was rising. Around 60% of on-the-job training is paid
for by employers.

21 This allows the first four years of data to be combined with immigration data to construct the familiar Bartik instru-
ment using the period 1994–7 as the baseline for sector immigration shares (see the discussion in the subsection
‘Robustness checks’ in Section 4). The end date of the sample is when the country-specific data used to construct the
instrument were removed from the LFS data. The LFS immigration estimates after 2019 are affected significantly
by sampling issues over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. The only individual longitudinal dataset in the UK
that contains some training information—the BHPS/Understanding Society—has an inconsistent and incomplete
definition of training over time and, perhaps because of this, shows no apparent training trend. Moreover, the BHPS
contains a non-representative sample of UK-born and non-UK-born workers over time. For these reasons, and the
fact that there is no variation in immigration shares other than at sectoral level, we focus on the sector-level regres-
sions based on LFS data. Results of the model estimated using a consistent training definition and Understanding
Society data from 2011–19 are, however, in line with our reported findings and available on request.

22 A sector-specific upswing, for example, may draw in more immigrants to the sector and increase demand for training
of native-born workers at the same time.

23 See Wooldridge (2010, p. 310).
24 We also test the sensitivity of the estimated standard errors to different clustering assumptions; see below.
25 There are 100 countries/areas of origin in the 1990s LFS used to construct the base shares. The minimum number of

countries in any sector is 39.
26 We also test the sensitivity of the standard error estimates to different assumptions about heteroscedasticity and/or

autocorrelation. Changes to the bandwidths or kernels used to generate the HAC standard errors make little appre-
ciable difference to the estimated standard errors. Simply clustering the standard errors at the level of the sector or
the combination of sector and year, ignoring heteroscedasticity or serial correlation from any other source, does not
change the overall conclusions regarding significance or otherwise of the various immigration effects.

27 The mean training rate in this period is 0.26, thus the effect is a reduction of (0.15 × 0.05)∕0.26, i.e. about 3%. This is
approximately one-quarter of a standard deviation of the skilled training share in the high-wage non-traded sector.

28 Note that the inclusion of linear trends in column (3) of Table A4 also reduces the significance of many of the
covariates, not just the immigration variables. The non-linear sector trends typically restore the significance of the
controls.

29 The results are robust to the definition of skill used to define immigrant groups. If we use observed qualifications
rather than age left education and a definition of graduate (or postgraduate) born outside the UK and who arrived
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‘GOOD JOBS’, TRAINING AND SKILLED IMMIGRATION 29

in the UK after age 22, the results are similar to those in Table 2. While there remains a degree of uncertainty in the
LFS regarding the recording of qualifications obtained abroad, we do not report these in the main text, but they are
available on request.

30 The geographies are ‘South’—London, South-East England and East Anglia—comprising 57% of all immigrants and
33% of the native-born working age population, and ‘North’— the rest of the UK. Sample sizes preclude a more
disaggregated geography.

31 Free movement applied to citizens of the European Economic Area (EEA), i.e. the EU plus Norway, Liechtenstein
and Iceland. Switzerland also joined in 1999.

32 UK law currently requires an apprentice to receive a minimum of 20% training; see https://www.apprenticeships.
gov.uk/employers/hiring-an-apprentice (accessed 21 March 2023).

33 There is also a significant negative association of skilled immigration on training in the high-wage non-traded sector,
with positive associations elsewhere if the dependent variable is training combining both off and on the job. Results
are available on request.

34 The training-immigrant elasticity in column (5) of Table 6 is −0.025 for the high-wage non-traded sector—statistically
significant but rather small in magnitude.

35 The effect of skilled immigration in the low-wage sector becomes larger across all specifications, but the change is not
significantly different from the estimates in panel B of Table 6.

36 The estimates using the instrumented immigrant share or ratios are even less precise (available on request). Pre-
dicting the denominator—UK-born workers are as potentially endogenous as migrants—weakens the instrument
considerably.

37 We use a finite set of lags since the literature finds that this type of IV estimator performs better in finite samples
compared to the full set of possible lags. This approach assumes no serial correlation in the error levels in the original
model or an MA(1) in the differenced residuals. Moreover, lagged values as instruments are unlikely to satisfy the
strict exogeneity condition. See Wang and Bellemare (2019) for a discussion of this.

38 We also added a lagged dependent variable to the empirical model in equation (1), and the patterns from Table 2 again
hold broadly. Results are available on request.

39 For more details, see UK Parliament (2015). The definition of skilled migrant was based on qualifications at ISCED
level 3 and above, which broadly corresponds to the definition of ‘skilled’ used in our study.

40 The omission of sector-specific trends from the model generates an estimate 0.0061 with standard error 0.0020 in the
non-traded high-wage sector. If we estimate a placebo experiment entirely in the pre-treatment period 2004–10 with
a split at 2008, then the equivalent estimate for the non-traded high-wage sector is 0.0045 (0.0113). A regression of
the EEA skilled adult immigrant workforce share on a time trend and an interaction with the high non-EEA user
sector in the period 2004–11 generates a statistically insignificant coefficient on the interaction term (and a statistically
significant coefficient on the trend). Results are available on request.
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